Annex No (1)

Photo 1:

Poultry House Build from mud

Photo 2:

Chicken and pigeons feeding together on sorghum grains
Photo 3:

Chickens scavenging on the living room

Photo 4:

Guinea Fowl reared together with chicken
Photo 5:

Kitchen dishes used as drinkers and feeders

Photo 6:

Tins and other containers used as houses for some ornamental birds
Photo 7:

Plastic containers and tins tied to trees to accommodate pigeons

Photo 8:

Poultry Unit made from green bricks with large window made from wire netting
Photo 9:

Plastic container used for layers to lay eggs

Photo 10:

Local materials used as drinkers
Photo 11:

Plastic container placed under Zeer used as reservoir to receive water droppings and act as drinkers

Photo 12:

Poultry Unit made from mud with small holes to allow ventilation
Photo 13:

Bare-neck Local Bread

Photo 14:

Fayomi Foreign breed

Photo 15:
Poultry unit made from wire netting and other local materials

Photo 16:

Shelter from trees branches constructed to accommodate both chicken and pigeons

Photo 17:
Residues of chickens burned due to disease outbreak

Photo 18:

Kitchen container used as drinker